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FOREWORD

Through the National Design & Craft Gallery programme, the Design &
Crafts Council of Ireland continually seeks to exhibit the skill, creativity
and innovation of designers and makers who push the boundaries of
their craft. Placing Irish work within an international context allows us
to consider how processes and materials in Ireland both correlate and
contrast with those of other countries.
Hi! Fashion explores and celebrates the commonalities and differences
in fashion design between Ireland and another island nation, Japan. Both
countries have long histories of craft and tradition, with a cultural reach
far beyond their own shores. This exhibition of garments and accessories
from the two islands highlights mutual influences as well as exchange of
materials and techniques over the past six decades.
We invited Gemma A. Williams to curate Hi! Fashion, in collaboration
with ROJI, to draw together the threads of the two nations’ textile and
cultural connections to mark the 60th anniversary of the establishment of
diplomatic relations between Ireland and Japan. We would like to express
our sincere thanks to the Japan Foundation for their support and to those
who kindly provided garments on loan for Hi! Fashion.
Karen Hennessy
Chief Executive
Design & Crafts Council of Ireland

WHO SPEAKS TRUE CRAFT

Fearful.
Only in this. Spin me ‘round.
Swaddled in heavy cottons.
Eyes padded with washed silks.
United.
Uniforms of self.
Recognise this. Breathe on me.
This place of now.
Fleeting strands of knotted hair. Two shoulders.
Resting in your arms.
Speak not of me.
Salty lips tell no lies.
Tangled great-coats. Billowing in the wind.
Together. Slashing rains.
Walk. Hide forever.
Fearful. Where are they.
Huddled underneath knit sheeting.
Here we are.
Some day. I swear.
In a society of constant forward motion, selfcurating and blasé attention spans, context is
often forlorn. For many, the ‘here-now’, instant
visual gratification of fashion weighs more
heavily than any profound tactile experience.
Creation is not just image, it is a culmination of
deep research, endless adjustment, tradition
and meticulous artistry. As the measurement
of couture no longer seals the faith of luxury
houses, where do we find experimentation and
commentary? We live in times of a new textile
industry, one that is forced to adapt to the
whims of an ever expanding market; and us, the
choosier consumer.

far away from the glitzy high street neon lights.
Here we find a steady collection of aware
designers, that have accepted the fact, they too,
must savour traditional craftsmanship. They do
things differently, partly as an homage to the
artisans who came before; those who never
knew another way. Some of these instigators
are gathered here, uniquely poised alongside
one another, bridging past, present and future,
in a marvellous collage of emotive sartorial
irreverence. As design is real. It takes time. It
takes hands. It deserves our attention. This is
beauty.

Is there still room for historic mills, slow
committed processes and cognitive tailoring?
Luckily, a silent movement has gained traction,

Marlo Saalmink
Fashion journalist, creative director and lecturer

REFORM DEFORM PERFORM TRANSFORM

Hi! Fashion celebrates cycles of influence and
inspiration, process and practice. It presents garments
spanning six decades from Ireland and Japan’s most
innovative designers, and marks the 60th of the
establishment of diplomatic relations between Ireland
and Japan. By prioritising the object, it illustrates how
slow, silent fashion can speak volumes with regard
to craft, concept and ceremony, poetry, precision and
beauty.

While fashion is now a global economic driver,
it is often considered frivolous and largely
misunderstood due in part to the multifaceted,
contradictory nature of the industry. On the one
hand, global exhibitions of dress are reaching
new heights in popularity, on the other, the true
poetry of a garment is constantly disintegrating.
Yet fashion’s influence permeates all aspects of
society. Firstly, designers constantly challenge
assumptions, devising constructions which
deviate from traditional systems, in often
surprising ways. Our choice of dress enables us
to either conform to ideals, or reform ourselves
providing quiet resistance to accepted norms.
Designs may deform the silhouette, sculpting
new possibilities for the anatomy. Finally,
collections perform on the runway, yet in daily
life, garments can be transformed into tools for
facing our environment. This exhibition invites
the visitor to acknowledge fashion within
the gallery context and consider its maligned
presence in culture.

Hi! Fashion aims to reframe the role of fashion
within culture, to speak of new things, new
dimensions and interchanges with society. As
well as showcasing the very new, this exhibition
serves as a reminder of the long traditions
in Irish fashion and new creative directions
which situate the industry globally. Trailblazing
designers such as Sybil Connolly, John Rocha and
Lainey Keogh made their mark internationally,
producing designs which confounded and
challenged suppositions of Irish identity.
Reworking local materials like linen and wool
with considered craftsmanship and sincere
construction, they firmly placed fashion from
Ireland on the world stage. This exhibition draws
in Japanese fashion, embracing its nuances
which include innovative subversions of
silhouette, gender, beauty and textile. Hi! Fashion
is not intended as a compare or contrast, nor as
an historical overview, although the garments
do speak to historical references. Rather, it is an
exploration of free-form connections in

materials and practice, a dialogue of connections
instigated by an assembly of garments and
accessories. It is a visual essay which considers
the meeting of two countries.
Both countries have a deep appreciation for
strong cultural heritages based on literature,
nature, craft and tradition. There are profound
and internationally respected literary traditions
in both countries with moments of reference
traced across this great history. Japanese ghosts
haunt the pages of numerous books written
by Lafcadio Hearn while fusions are evidenced
in poet Seamus Heaney’s use of the Japanese
Haiku, or the adaption of Noh theatre by W. B.
Yeats. In the fantastical Red Riding Hood inspired
ensemble from Tokyo-based writtenafterwards,
real life pervades the fairytale with a stark
reminder of the dystopic disaster-prevention
hoods used during the second world war by
Japanese school children. In her graduate
collection, Aideen Gaynor drew on Japanese
writer Haruki Murakami to create a voluminous
black taffeta ensemble which aims to connect
two co-existing worlds, illustrating the great
power of the written word as inspiration.
Historically and geographically, these Islands
were singular and self-sufficient, however a
desire to westernise during the 1960s and 1970s
saw a loss in favour of a variety of traditions
and handcrafts, including weaving, thatching
and lace-making. Although production has
gradually declined in Ireland, in the 1980s
Japan looked to Ireland for textile collaboration;
producers Hackett & Turpin, for example, were
commissioned by Kenzo in 1983 to produce
bespoke machine knits while Tarlach de Blacam
on Inis Meain was contracted by Yohji Yamamoto
for cotton and linen. Japan looked outward then
and now it reflects back to its own craft traditions
and creative innovation. Japanese fashion has
retained its respect for the ritual of garment
production, seen most notably in the research
and innovation of materials by Issey Miyake.

His fabrics are intensively researched, produced
and prioritised within cutting techniques. In
this way, garments are perfected and become
more than products, they become tangible
representations of design culture.
A deep connection with landscape and a desire
to be close to nature imbues the culture of both
countries, which is evidenced in a shoot by
Ferdinando Scianna in stony Connemara during
the 1990s and featured in Yohji Yamamoto’s
seminal Y’s catalogue. Following Yamamoto’s
focus on anonymity, locals were asked to pose
in relaxed workwear, the wild countryside
acting as a backdrop to the stark black and
white imagery. Small boys smiled from inside
oversized white shirts which dance through
fields and girls peered, barely distinguishable,
from overgrown landscapes. This mutual respect
for the environment can be seen in the patterns
of recent graduate Laoise Carey’s floral printed
and padded jacket. Her research into folk straw
handcrafts is echoed in the pedal straw of
Yamamoto’s visor coolie or the tatami-inspired
Mushiro Waistcoat from Issey Miyake. Seasonality
also infuses Miyake’s vibrantly futuristic print
embedded upon a sculptural Cauliflower top.
The exhibition considers four themes: reform,
deform, perform and transform to navigate this
selection of 23 pieces. Fluidity in selection
means that the viewer may assign meaning to the
objects, making their own links of commonality
among exhibits. Hi! Fashion reaffirms the
trajectory of cycles which create connections and
underlie the universality of fashion.

REFORM

Challenging material possibilities, Lainey Keogh
pushed weave and knit into new lithe forms that
changed the face of knitwear during the 1990s.
Her sheer Woven Air dress takes knitwear into new
dimensions, ethereal and delicately woven on a
handloom by what might be enchanted hands.
A utopian ideal similarly informed John Rocha’s
accomplished career, as he pioneered explorations
of texture, silhouette and fabrication. From his
final collection, his garnet-coloured dress and hat
sculpted from swathes of silk organza ruffles belie
a technically adept couture-hand, which places
beauty and purity of form at its essence. Alongside
both, Anrealage’s orange lasercut polyester suit
challenges mathematics in the complete accuracy
of its structural framework which, on closer
inspection, seems more negative space than garment.

DEFORM

Purity of construction is seen in the precisely
crafted complexity of designs from designers
like Úna Burke and Maiko Takeda which encase
the human body in inventive, unexpected forms.
Burke’s leather is intricately hand-worked, creating
parallel and overlapping strips which alternate
between simultaneously contorting and flattering
the body. Takeda hand-weaves squares of acrylic
into fantastical sculptural clouds which defy
construction. Noritaka Tatehana’s designs offer
an escape into ancient Japan. His embossing
and finishing is all carried out by hand in lavish
processes which speak to ancient rituals, extending
beyond the anatomical form to local culture
and global settlement. All deform yet transform
the silhouette, challenging assumptions and
possibilities of the body, as well as the psyche.

TRANSFORM

The transformative power of fashion is universal,
designers pay homage to memory, touch and
ceremony. Sybil Connolly transformed simple
handkerchief linen into sumptuous gowns and
challenged expectations of Irish fashion at the time.
Her garments are rich with the ghosts of history,
infused with memory. Like Michael Stewart’s work,
it raises questions around the spiritual significance
of objects surviving from past cultures. In Derek
Lawlor’s graduate collection from 2009, inspired
by Japanese armour, he showcased a unique lace
cord technique developed to create architectural
shapes. In Lawlor’s hands, decorative coils of cord
embellishment draw to mind ceremonials from the
site of prehistoric Newgrange.

PERFORM

Collections perform on the runway, yet in daily
life, clothing and garments can be tools for facing
our environment. Kansai Yamamoto’s explosive,
embroidered Phoenix two-piece garment from
1983 celebrates the transformational power
of clothing. Inspired by traditional Chinese
tribal costume, it holds an almost shamanistic
presence, seemingly supported by the spirits of
the Kuroko, Kabuki’s black stagehands. One of
the Bunka Fashion College’s newest graduates,
Kenta Nishimura, uses wool as his medium to craft
contemporary sculptures which evoke the fantastic
circular silhouettes of musician David Bowie’s
hikinuki ensembles.

Contemporary methods of exhibition-making
include exhibition design as part of the curatorial
dialogue. The idea behind the spatial framework
was inspired in part by the performative
interventions of Bowie himself. Just as W.B. Yeats
adopted Japanese Noh theatre, Bowie adapted
moments from Kabuki into his stage routine,
most notably hikinuki in which one costume is
stripped off only to reveal what lies underneath,
like the Japanese house which is designed
to unfold and reveal itself in stages. Having
commissioned Kansai Yamamoto to design his
vibrant, gender-fluid costumes for his ‘Ziggy
Stardust’ and ‘Aladdin Sane’ personas, Bowie’s
use of garments in stage performances inspired a
new beginning, or cycle, for Yamamoto himself.
Two distinct approaches create varied dialogues
within the exhibition viewing experience. The
first space opens with Connolly’s moss-green
dress acting as a dramatic counterpoint to
the garments presented flat. Life-size footage
breathes life into the resting objects. Separately
triangular structures, inspired by the hidden
players in Kabuki theatre, house garments which
reveal themselves to the viewer as they move
within the space. These structures also relate
directly to the geometric shapes within the
exhibition’s visual identity. These structures
orchestrate a physical path through the
exhibition while gravel, inspired by Japanese Zen
gardens, grounds the mannequins.
While the designs and processes in this
exhibition reach out to wider interdisciplinary
contexts, it is firmly rooted in the fashion object
alone. Increasingly, current trends in fashion
curation often situate the subject within the
labyrinthine context of other supporting
objects. Here, the emphasis is placed solely
on the garments to instigate a purely fashion
dialogue, which then opens doorways into
new cultural references and inspirations. In
fact, this show celebrates the long shadow
of influence Japanese designers like Issey

Miyake, Rei Kawakubo and Yohji Yamamoto hold
over countless generations of practitioners.
Considered among the leading architects
of contemporary avant-garde fashion, their
continuing influence over new generations
of makers is a cycle which makes up the very
essence of the system. Just as a fashion house
is reborn under new creative directorship, and
draws from its personal archive, so too is a
concept or garment reborn, endlessly redesigned,
reinterpreted and reworked. Similarly, echoes
of this are found in the repetitions of bodies
walking down a runway, or the tableau of static,
lifeless mannequins in a gallery. As Caroline
Evans (2003) in Fashion at the Edge observes, it is
precisely the fashion designer who can ragpick,
using a visual link as a cue to connect times and
transcend histories which are crafted into the
sartorial.
Hi! Fashion brings Japanese and Irish fashion
together, allowing it to co-exist and resonate
within the gallery setting. While innovative and
forward-looking, these designers are not focused
on following trends but following a slow and
dedicated movement. Creating pathways of
cloth and stone, the garments in this exhibition
are simultaneously indigenous, native of their
representative countries, and also, in some part
at least, free from cultural designation. If we not
only look but see, they reveal unspoken global
dialogues, which hint at new conversations
inspired by cultural parallels and points of
difference.
Gemma A. Williams
Curator of Hi! Fashion

IMAGE

ANREALAGE
anrealage.com

Kunihiko Morinaga (b. 1980, Tokyo)
graduated from Waseda University
and Vantan Design Academy. In 2003,
he established his brand Anrealage,
composed of the words ‘A Real, Unreal
and Age’. He was honoured with the
Avant-garde Grand Prix Award at Gen
Art in New York in 2005 and began
participating in the Tokyo Collection
the following year. In 2011, he won
the 29th Mainichi Fashion Grand Prix
for the Best New Designer and Tokyo’s
Shiseido Incentive Award. His first
solo exhibition, A REAL UN REAL AGE,
was held at Parco Museum, Tokyo in
2012 and toured Japan. Showing on
schedule at Paris Fashion Week since
2014, Anrealage positions itself as
one of Japan’s most ground-breaking
and innovative fashion brands.

Anrealage develops conceptual collections, focused
on technological innovation within material and
form, all of which is created with consummate
craftsmanship. The luminous structural designs of
the SS13 collection,「BONE」were created from
laser-cut polyester. Using minimal material, the
challenge was to maintain the structural integrity
of the garment as even a small miscalculation
might cause the piece to collapse. Of this collection
Morinaga stated:
“I formed my designs off structure rather than
patterns. Actual clothes do not have a framework.
I wanted to open as many holes as possible in my
clothes and create the simplest designs. Everything
has a framework. I get my inspirations from what I
see.”
The AW15「LIGHT」collection featured sculptural
silhouettes which investigated sensations and
optical illusions of light and dark. UV printing
technology was applied to garments which, when
exposed to special UV light, suddenly reveal vivid
patterns. These collections express the paradoxical
world of the designer that is both real and unreal.

Title

「LIGHT」

Collection
AW15
Garment
Skirt, shirt, jumper
Materials
Wool, cotton, leatherette
Techniques
Knit garment, printed with UV
inks

HI! FASHION
•
JAPAN

Title

「BONE」

Collection
SS13
Garment
Skirt, jacket
Materials
UV treated polyester
Techniques
Laser-cut polyester

ÚNA BURKE
unaburke.com

Úna Burke (b.1980, Roscommon) holds
an MA in Fashion Artifact from the
prestigious Cordwainers College at
the London College of Fashion where
her graduate collection won the 2009
Design Award for Best Static Collection.
She set up her atelier in London shortly
afterwards and has since won further
national and international awards,
including the Centre For Fashion
Enterprise’s Pioneer Program Mentoring
Award Recipient. Burke’s work has
been exhibited in over 20 countries
throughout Europe, Asia, USA and the
Middle East. Collaborations include
Phillip Lim, Rolls Royce, Seoul’s Simone
Handbag Museum, and SHOWstudio. Her
work is coveted by collectors and highprofile clients alike, including Rihanna,
Madonna, Lady Gaga, Cindy Crawford
and Nicki Minaj.

In Re.Treat, Burke uses traditional leatherworking
techniques in her distinctly complex constructions.
She creates both seasonal fashion collections and
figurative art pieces. Her accessories collections
are concept based, and there are often human
stories behind the designs since the inspiration
is taken from psychological, military and medical
sources. The avant-garde art pieces are figurative
in form and are developed on a commission basis
for private art collections, public exhibitions and
museum archives.
Using vegetable-tanned bovine leather and
brass fittings, Burke brings together traditional
techniques and contemporary aesthetics. Through
the production of evocative and metaphysical
pieces, she promotes an appreciation for the crossdisciplinary possibilities of leather craftsmanship.
Of her process she says:
“I use almost all of my senses in the making of each
piece. I can hear when my knives are not sharp
enough because they make a dull, chalky noise; I can
feel if a strap is well cut by the smoothness of the
edge; I can smell the tanning quality of the leather
and I can see any scarring or damage on its surface.”

HI! FASHION
•
IRELAND/UK

Title
Re.Treat Cape
Collection
Re.Treat Continued
Garment
Cape
Materials
Vegetable tanned aniline bovine
hide, solid brass fittings coated
with gold-plating
Techniques
Strap-cutting, edge bevelling,
pattern marking, edge polishing,
hand cutting, hole punching,
joining, gluing

LAOISE CAREY
laoisecarey.com

Laoise Carey (b.1995, Tipperary) is a
recent graduate of the National College
of Art and Design, completing her BA
in Fashion Design in 2017. Carey has
interned in Ireland, gaining experience
in knitwear with Katie Hanlan, pattern
design with Siobhan O’Brien-Selway and
fashion design with Edel Traynor. She
was a finalist in the River Island Bursary
Competition, as well a prize winner in
the DCCoI’s Future Makers Awards &
Supports 2017.

Laoise Carey’s Eidolon collection is an aesthetic
fusion of contemporary and traditional textiles and
crafts which celebrates works of female virtuosity
as well as domestic skill in a rapidly industrialised
landscape. Inspired by Ana Lupas’ exploration
and preservation of the communal act of making
as part of The Solemn Process (1964-2008), Carey
began researching folk straw handcrafts, as used in
traditional Japanese grass slippers. Collaborating
with a local Tipperary craftsperson, she worked
with indigenous rushes collected from her native
Lough Derg to create sandals comprising a coiled
braid sole, a woven cap toe and cording around the
leg. The sandals comprise of a coiled braid sole,
a woven cap toe and cording around the leg. The
sole and toe are hand-stitched using the rushes,
producing an end result which is a personal
interpretation of techniques from Japan infused
with Irish raw materials.
The jacket is re-imagined in a playful way with
a tie-front, appropriating vintage farmhouse
curtains and re-working conventional techniques
to create contemporary wearable garments. The reappropriation of iconic garments utilising discarded
textiles and forgotten crafts is the narrative
underpinning this contemporary collection.

Title
Eidolon
Collection
Graduate Collection 2017
Garment
Woven sandals
Materials
Rushes
Techniques
Hand weaving

HI! FASHION
•
IRELAND

Title
Eidolon
Collection
Graduate Collection 2017
Garment
Tie-front jacket
Materials
Recycled vintage curtains
Techniques
Floral appliqué

SYBIL CONNOLLY

Sybil Connolly (1921, Swansea – 1998,
Dublin) moved from Wales to Waterford
as a teenager, and later on to London
to apprentice at the prestigious firm
Bradley & Co. Returning to Dublin
in 1940, she worked for the fashion
house Richard Alan where, in 1952, she
was made Design Director. In 1953,
Carmel Snow of Harpers Bazaar brought
press and buyers to Ireland to see new
designs. Later that year Connolly’s
full-length Kinsale red cape with white
crochet dress was on the cover of Life
Magazine, accompanied by the caption
‘Irish Invade Fashion World’. Within
months, Connolly was supplying US
and Canadian department stores and
had launched her own label. Her profile
continued to rise in America throughout
the late ‘50s and ‘60s and she dressed
many high-profile clients, including
Julie Andrews, Elizabeth Taylor and
Jackie Kennedy. Connolly launched her
own couture line in 1957 and moved
into 71 Merrion Square, Dublin, which
would be her design headquarters for
the next 40 years. Her contribution to
the fashion industry is without doubt
and her influence as a pioneering Irish
business woman was groundbreaking.

Connolly’s design philosophy was elegance without
sacrificing comfort, the finest craftsmanship, and
attention to detail. She felt that a dress should
show a woman’s form, saying, “I must see movement
in a dress. A woman’s body is inside. It breathes.
It moves.”
Irish Moss Evening Dress, designed as part of her
1958 collections, is delicately micro-pleated
in moss-green Irish linen, and is representative
of Connolly’s signature style. Her trademark
uncrushable pleated linen was created by pleating
up to nine yards of handkerchief linen backed by
taffeta to produce one yard of dress fabric, inspired
by a technique she discovered in Northern Ireland,
where it had been used to create handkerchiefs for
European aristocracy. This uncreasable, uncrushable
linen was then custom dyed in rich colours.
On loan from The Hunt Museum, Limerick.

HI! FASHION
•
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Title
Irish Moss Evening Dress
Collection
AW58
Garment
¾ sleeve full-skirted gown,
waistband with bow
Materials
Micro-pleated moss green linen
with satin detail
Techniques
Hand-pleated handkerchief linen

COMME DES GARÇONS
comme-des-garcons.com

Rei Kawakubo (b. 1942, Tokyo) studied
Fine Arts and Aesthetics at Keio
University in Tokyo, graduating in 1964.
She started her label, Comme des
Garçons, in 1969 and her iconoclastic
anti-fashion vision has made her one
of the most influential designers of the
late 20th century. Designs are often so
abstract and unconventional that they
are virtually unwearable, such as the
seminal Dress Meets Body, Body Meets
Dress collection from SS97. In 1992,
the label supported Junya Watanabe to
launch his own line under the Comme
des Garçons umbrella and continues to
foster other Japanese talent. In 2004,
Dover Street Market, a global multilevel store, was launched which stocked
other personally invited designers and
now has stores worldwide. With nearly
two dozen labels and diffusion brands
within the company, the continuing
allure of Comme des Garçons and Rei
Kawakubo cannot be underestimated.

The off-kilter blazer is a staple of the complex
language of the Comme des Garçons brand.
Manipulated and distorted, collars, seams and darts
often defy logic in these intricate constructions.
In SS10 unexpected mounds of padding, extra
shoulders and tailored shapes dismorph the body,
echoing forms seen three years earlier in Dress
Meets Body. Here, collaged composites of fabrics
in vivid colours and patchworks disturb the female
form into lively furls. Opposing angled pattern
pieces are sewn together to create protruding 3D
forms that are inserted into the deconstructed
tailoring. Tradition is subverted in a garment, which
questions our sense of belonging.
On loan from a private collector.

HI! FASHION
•
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Title
Untitled
Collection
SS10
Garment
Blazer with brocade inserts
Materials
Polyester
Techniques
Tailoring

AIDEEN GAYNOR
aideengaynor.com

Aideen Gaynor (b.1995, New York)
started life in Brooklyn and was raised
in Dublin. She studied in the Grafton
Academy, Dublin and the Fashion
Institute of Technology (FIT) in New
York. In 2016, she graduated with a
BA Hons in Fashion Design from the
National College of Art and Design
(NCAD). In recent years, she interned
with John Rocha and Lela Rose in New
York. Gaynor represented Ireland and
the National College of Art and Design
in the 23rd edition of Mittelmoda,
as part of MilanoUnica in Milano
Rho Fiera, an international fashion
competition for young graduates. She
was awarded the Absolute Prize for the
Most Creative Collection as well as a
bursary by the Mittelmoda team and
Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana.
She was also awarded the Brown
Thomas Designer to Watch bursary and
mentoring programme in 2016. Gaynor
has enrolled on the Fashion Design
and Society MFA at Parsons School of
Design, 2017.

Aideen Gaynor’s AW16 Collection, Hard-boiled
Wonderland, draws influence from the novel Hardboiled Wonderland and the End of the World by author
Haruki Murakami, viewed in the context of childhood
as a route of escapism for adults. Gaynor’s interest
in exaggerated or falsified memories, represented
through objects associated with childhood, led her
to explore the costume and lifestyle of the Victorian
child. Primary research derives from representations
of children’s clothing and the portraits of the hidden
mothers draped in heavy floral upholstery fabric from
that era. They are reminiscent of a classic Victorian
Christopher Dresser print, influenced by Japanese
prints of the time.
The collection seeks to create a contrived narrative
of densely printed and overwhelming silhouettes,
exploring the loss of reality alongside merging
the conscious and the subconscious. The narrative
between the two co-existing worlds of reality collides
with a world of childhood memory. Gaynor explores
a dramatised version of the traditionally constructed
corset, details such as godets have been magnified to
be overwhelming and theatrical. The floral pattern is
embellished and dispersed, digitally-printed on black
taffeta and nylon-satin blend.

HI! FASHION
•
IRELAND/US

Title
Floral appliqué cropped godet
coat and trousers
Collection
Hard-boiled Wonderland, AW16
Garment
Cropped godet coat with trousers
Materials
Silcott satin embellished
Christopher Dresser print
Techniques
Digital print, floral appliqué,
fused fabric, corsetry
strengthening stitch

LAINEY KEOGH
laineykeogh.com

Lainey Keogh (b.1957, Dublin) studied
microbiology and worked as a lab
technician at the Mater Hospital before
pursuing fashion design as a career. In
1984, Keogh opened her shop in Dublin,
presenting her first major catwalk
show in 1997 during London Fashion
Week. The designs were a revelation of
knitwear’s potential as new fibres and
forms were injected into a traditional
craft. Stylist Isabella Blow selected a
knitted evening dress and coat as part
of the 1997 Dress of the Year in Bath’s
Costume Museum. A proponent of new
technology in the late 1990s, Keogh
focused on ethically sourced, natural
fibres and dyes, excluding synthetics
and chemicals from her work. She
preserved traditional Irish weaving and
knitting techniques by favouring local
individuals to handmake her garments
rather than mass-produce. Her work has
featured in exhibitions at the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, the Costume
Museum in Bath, and the National
Museum of Ireland.

Underwater Life, Watching the River Flow, 1997
featured a dress handwoven from embroidery
threads selected for their reflective effect. Using
an invisible light fibre on the weft, this technique
enhanced the flow of the warp down the body,
suggesting flowing water. A special combination of
tradition and modernity lies at the heart of Keogh’s
creativity. Her designs have what she calls ‘feel
appeal’, a sense of irresistible luxury allied to great
comfort.
“We spent some time experimenting with a fabulous
Dutch weaver Caterina Schoenmaker. We bought
a wee handloom, and set it up in our studio and
just began to play with every fibre we could find –
holographic yarns, metallic embroidery threads, gold
plated copper wire, metallic cords, knitted cords,
fishing tackle, fluorescent fibres – all extremely fine
and extremely difficult to assemble into a warp on a
small hand loom. Caterina was very patient, and a
wonderful creative colleague… What looked really
interesting was how these yarns reflected light
as a warp. Every yarn we knitted was plaited with
holographic fibre to bring light and a water-like wet
look to each textile we developed. We combined
super soft stretch silks with super fine chenilles to
create 3D effects through use of colour and texture.”
Lainey Keogh

HI! FASHION
•
IRELAND

Title
Woven Air
Collection
Underwater Life, Watching the River Flow 1997
Garment
Handwoven shift dress with knitted slip lining
Materials
Embroidery threads
Techniques
Invisible weft/embroidery thread warp, handwoven on domestic loom

DEREK LAWLOR
dereklawlor.com

Derek Lawlor (b.1985, Laois) was
raised in Sussex. He graduated under
Louise Wilson at Central Saint Martins
College of Art & Design, London with a
BA Textile Design and an MA Fashion.
Based in East London, his designs push
the possibilities of knitwear, producing
collections seasonally alongside
creating bespoke showpieces for
exhibitions, editorial and private clients.
Lawlor’s womenswear infuses unique
fabrications of knitted material with his
innovative signature cord-work, building
an impressive textile and fashion
portfolio that speaks of both progress
and individuality. He has shown
globally, from Slovenia to Guangzhou,
and has received a wide range of
international press coverage with
features in British Vogue, Italian Vogue,
The Telegraph, The Irish Times, Elle and
Dazed. He also tutors on Central Saint
Martins Textile Design course.

Derek Lawlor’s AW09 collection of embellished
dresses drew inspiration from body armour and
protection, focusing particularly on the dress
of Japanese Samourai. Influenced by the heavy
structure and striking silhouette of the traditional
costume, Lawlor developed a series of fabrications
which fused his knitted lacework with unique
Japanese wax cotton cord technique. The cord is
used like thread woven through the lace patterns to
form a mix of weights, structure and shapes. What
may start as a simple length of cashmere cloth
is completely transformed once the wax cord is
woven through the fabric.
Further visual interest is created by the long fringes
of cords hanging from the dresses, giving a sense
of movement away from the body. The heavy
embellishment expresses strength and power
when worn. His original lace technique formed the
basis for this collection, and began the designer’s
relationship with the unusual techniques for which
he has now become renowned. Each fringed cord
end is finished with a plastic dip, enhancing the
modern edge to this collection.
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Title
Bespoke Cordwork Dress
Collection
Glenda, AW09
Garment
Knitted Lace Cordwork Dress
Materials
Loro Piana cashmere Japanese
wax cotton cord
Techniques
Knitted lacework on domestic
machine. Hand-embellished
cordwork

RICHARD MALONE
richard-malone.com

Richard Malone (b.1991, Wexford)
graduated from Central Saint Martins
with a BA Fashion Womenswear in 2014
where he was awarded the prestigious
LVMH Grand Prix scholarship and the
Deutsche Bank Award for Fashion.
Malone shows on the official London
Fashion Week schedule as part of the
British Fashion Council’s NEWGEN
initiative. His designs have been
featured in publications like Vogue
US, British Vogue, Love, Dazed, WWD,
Wonderland, The Guardian and The
Irish Times, and are sold in some of
the world’s leading stores. In 2017, he
was nominated for both Design of the
Year with the Design Museum, London
and the LVMH Prize. Malone’s pieces
have been acquired by museums and
collectors globally, and he will feature
in the Museum of Modern Art’s (MoMa
New York) upcoming fashion exhibition,
Is Fashion Modern?

Richard Malone’s AW15 collection was informed by
his personal research into Irish dress histories and
memory, combined with an inherent understanding
of growing up in the backdrop of working class
Ireland. Furnishings and typical home textiles were
mixed with recycled industrial fabrics, twisted into
magnified shapes, patch worked and hand quilted
in exaggerated and atypical forms. The collection
was created in Malone’s home town of Wexford, and
was shown in the London Underground, completely
open to the public to view. His innovative
approach to fabrication, paired with his detailed
understanding of intricate construction techniques
and the technicalities of form and volume, have
garnered Malone international acclaim.
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Title
Look 16
Collection
AW15
Garment
Dress
Materials
Recycled cotton gingham,
recycled polyester wadding, rib
tape
Techniques
Hand quilting, hand finished, rib
tape inside

ISSEY MIYAKE
isseymiyake.com

Issey Miyake (b.1938, Hiroshima)
studied graphic design at Tama Art
University in Tokyo and graduated in
1965. He founded the Miyake Design
Studio in 1970 which challenged the
traditional approach to fashion design.
The studio pioneered the concept of
‘one piece of cloth’ through which he
explored the relationship between
clothes and their wearer, and the space
in between the two. His work has been
exhibited globally and acquired by
museum collections since 1970. From
1993 onwards, the brand launched a
series of new projects and diffusion
lines, including Pleats Please; Haat;
Cauliflower; Issey Miyake Fête; Bao Boa;
and 1325. In 2004, the Issey Miyake
Foundation was certified by the Ministry
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology.

Issey Miyake has always been confident that
any material can be used for clothing, such as
plastic, paper, rope and woven grass, and with
experimention he developed new methods of
pleating, crinkling and draping. Through his
constant experimentation with materials not
normally used for clothing, and his creative
approach to material challenges, Miyake has
expanded the possibilities for fashion design.
Material research is a constant experiment with
new textiles, a repetitious process of prototyping
new kinds of fabric, which are then introduced in
new collections. The waistcoat is created in one
piece of flat cotton yarn given a rough straw mat
look, its origami shape embodies Miyake’s signature
play on structure. The jacket version was exhibited
in The Work of Issey Miyake, National Art Centre
Tokyo, 2016.
New technologies are used to revive traditional
handicrafts and adapt them to modern
requirements which results in an approach that
constantly seeks out the next stages of design.
Launched in 2001, the concept of me ISSEY MIYAKE
or Cauliflower is a reference to the lightweight
fabric technique. Playing with the seasons, the
collection is richly coloured and printed with
fabrics that reflect the environment.
On loan from a private collector.
Title
Mushiro Waistcoat
Collection
AW84
Garment
Waistcoat
Materials
Cotton, wool, rope belt with
toggle fastening
Techniques
Front woven using a flat cotton
yarn, and back in Shetland Wool
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Title
Floral Print Shirt
Collection
me ISSEY MIYAKE/Cauliflower,
2016
Garment
Fitted long-sleeve top with neck
Materials
Polyester
Techniques
Pleated and printed

KENTA NISHIMURA
instagram.com/nkenken_

Kenta Nishimura (b. 1994, Tokyo) is a
graduate of the Creative Design Course
at Japan’s acclaimed Bunka Fashion
College. Nishimura has won extensive
awards, including The Woolmark
Company’s Next Generation Award,
Grand Prix at the 91st Soen Fashion
Awards Japan 2016, and Tokyo New
Designer Fashion Grand Prix. He is
currently furthering his studies at the
Bunka Fashion College.

Nishimura’s design is influenced by his interest
in the biological concept of Neomorph, a type of
gene mutation with a different function or pattern
from its non-mutant equivalent. Just like DNA,
the process and skills of making clothes has been
passed on from generation to generation. The
Neomorph presents a new development, a new
feature not derived from an ancestor. In a similar
way, Nishimura forgoes traditional techniques of
pattern drafting and draping to produce garments
which are based on organic shapes.
Using a Wholegarment Knit Machine, he combines
his square-shaped pants and an inner top section,
each designed as a flat base. When this threedimensional piece is worn, it creates a space
between cloth and body resulting in a distinctive
form. In addition, the ribbed top section is woven in
the shape of a flat circle, but when worn it creates
a very functional and constructive form. He views
his designs like waves created when a stone is
thrown into water, expressing the spatial forms and
patterns created when people wear clothes.
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Mon
Collection
AW17
Garment
Pleated, knit jumpsuit with ribbed
top
Materials
Wool 80%, nylon 10%, acrylic
10%
Techniques
Pleated knitwear, made in one
piece using a Wholegarment knit
machine

JOHN ROCHA
johnrocha.ie

John Rocha (b.1953, Hong Kong)
moved to London to pursue fashion
in the 1970s where he graduated
from the Croydon School of Art.
His study centred on Irish linens,
which he continued to be heavily
influenced by throughout his career.
A recognised expert in handcrafted
garments, his detailed beadwork
and appliqué was intrinsic to his
Chinatown label established in Dublin
in the 1980s. He started to show at
London Fashion Week in 1985 and
was named British Designer of the
Year in 1993. He established a range
of successful labels – John Rocha,
John Rocha Jeans, Rocha John Rocha
and John Rocha Jewellery – together
with the innovative John Rocha at
Waterford Crystal and various interior
and architectural projects. In 2002,
Rocha was made a Commander of the
Order of the British Empire (CBE) for
his outstanding contribution to the
fashion industry. In 2014, he took
a step back from the catwalk after
unveiling his critically acclaimed
final collection at Somerset House.
In 2015, he was awarded the
Outstanding Achievement in Art &
Design at the Asian Awards. Rocha is
widely recognised as a world-class
designer who has made a significant
contribution not only to Irish but
international fashion over the past
three decades.

Rocha’s work is recognisable the world over by his
use of exaggerated ruffles, appliqué additions and
flowing feminine detail. In his AW14 collection,
these details were translated into garlands and
oversized rosettes alongside his longstanding
signature shapes and textures of glazed crochet
and lace mid-calf dresses, voluminous skirts and
dramatic headpieces. His tactile exploration of
romanticism and the natural world continued within
this final collection, inspired by dark Icelandic skies
and dramatic canvases by Pierre Soulages (known
as the painter of black). His AW14 study of black
was paired with smoky greens, greys, burgundy
shades and pops of red, infusing the dark palette
with an earthy, forest feel. A particular stand-out
within the 25-look collection was a single berry
red dress with layers of ruffled silk organza and
a dramatic headpiece enveloping the face like an
oversized flower.
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Title
Look 14
Collection
AW14
Garment
Organza pleated dress, collar
and hat
Materials
Silk organza
Techniques
Hand pleated, folded and formed
frills and ruffles

DANIELLE ROMERIL
danielleromeril.com

Danielle Romeril (b.1984, Dublin)
studied fashion at Limerick School
of Art and Design (LSAD), graduating
in 2007. During her studies, Romeril
gained experience working for Sharon
Wauchob in Paris and Sinha-Stanic in
London. She graduated with an MA
Fashion Womenswear from the Royal
College of Art (RCA), London in 2010.
Romeril has received many coveted
awards, during her studies at London’s
Royal College of Art she received The
Swarovski Sophie Hallette Award, The
International Flavours and Fragrances
(IFF) Award and the Fiskars Award.
She launched her label with a SS13
collection at London Fashion Week
and was quickly selected as part of
the prestigious NEWGEN platform.

SURVIVE AW15 imagines a world in which items
can no longer be purchased and instead we have
to scavenge and salvage to create new things.
The outcome is asymmetric tartan skirts edged in
leather laced scales, flocked lace cropped tops,
couture-shaped corded velvet dresses, tech quilted
jackets and coats, and blanket-wrapped silhouettes
for clothing hybrids. Her fascination with Japanese
techniques and silhouettes led Romeril to apply
macramé knotted cords or odoshi as a signature
throughout the collection. This ancient Japanese
craft was used for centuries to create protective
armour for Samurai. The technique allowed solid
scales of iron or hardened leather to bend and flex
with the body. They were light enough to move in
but protected the wearer in battle.
This warrior’s wardrobe is a balance of both the
feminine and raw, it has elements of romance while
reflecting tough outdoor conditions, yet these
seemingly opposing forces find a balance within
the garments. A Japanese influence permeates this
collection based on relaxed, voluminous silhouettes
constructed from off-kilter fabric combinations and
unusual surface textures.
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Title
Attika Wrap Scarf and Shelter
Dress
Collection
SURVIVE, AW15
Garment
Quilted dress and wool wrap
Materials
Scarf: 100% Merino Wool jersey,
leather trim, cotton braid; Dress:
quilted nylon, cotton binding
Techniques
Odoshi macramé knotting, handcut Nerigawa (leather scales)

MICHAEL STEWART
instagram.com/michaelstewart.ie

Michael Stewart (b.1989, Co. Clare)
graduated with a BA in Fashion Design
from Limerick School of Art & Design
(LSAD) in 2013. He is a multiple
national award winner, including
Student Designer of the Year at the
Irish Fashion Innovation Awards
in 2013 and the Bord Gáis Energy
Award for the Best Overall Collection
at the LSAD graduate fashion show.
Stewart was selected to feature in
the exhibition In The Fold (part of
Irish Design 2015) and completed
his MA in Fashion Womenswear at
the Royal College of Art in London.
He is the recipient of the inaugural
Kildare Village Fashion Bursary
and the Laura Ashley Foundation
Scholarship. His graduate collection
was presented to great acclaim in
London and has already been shot
by the photographer Peter Lindbergh
with stylist Robbie Spencer.

Michael Stewart’s MA Graduate Collection, 2017
explores the relationship between object, identity
and memory. He views ancient artifacts from early
civilisations as transformational vessels of energy,
with the power to trigger collective memory. From
ancient Venus figures and earth mother depictions,
which have survived from the earliest cultures
and civilisations, while homage is paid to the craft
techniques used to make them.
Stewart’s tailored coat is cut with only two
external pattern pieces as the shell and with
shoulder seams omitted. This study in draping
demonstrates traditional tailoring techniques such
as hand-applied canvas and cotton tape, while
the slightly padded neckline and sleeve cuff are
achieved by the use of soft ice wool moulded
to shape internally. The coat is unlined and the
hem is cut raw giving a contemporary lightness to
the garment. Ceremonies, rituals and worshipful
practices are investigated and expressed in a
rigorous design approach that places craft and
analogue techniques at the forefront of his practice.
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Title
Ceremonial Wool Tailored Coat
2017
Collection
Graduate Collection, Royal
College of Art, 2017
Garment
Tailored coat
Materials
Wool
Techniques
Tailoring

MAIKO TAKEDA
maikotakeda.com

Maiko Takeda (b. 1986, Tokyo)
graduated with a BA Jewellery Design
from Central Saint Martins College
of Art & Design in 2009, continuing
on to an MA Fashion Womenswear in
2013 from the Royal College of Art,
specialising in millinery. Takeda’s
graduate collection, Atmospheric
Reentry, has gained significant
worldwide recognition and her work
has been shown at and acquired by
a number of museums worldwide,
including the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York. She collaborated with
Björk on her stage costumes during
the Biophilia tour in 2013 as well
as for the Vulnicura album cover in
2015. Takeda currently works at Issey
Miyake Accessories.

Takeda’s interest lies in creating ethereal
adornments for the body. Simultaneously delicate
and powerful, her wearable sculptures imbue both
wearer and viewer with otherworldly enchantment.
While spectacular, the form of the work is never
intended to be its sole feature. Her work is always
seeking to transcend the expectations of the wearer
as part of the work. Environmental influences such
as shadow, wind and gravity create an experience of
wonder and bewilderment for the adorned. Takeda
explains:
“Starting from the simple question of what it would
feel like to wear a cloud, my aim was to create a
collection that blurs the boundaries of surrounding
space for the wearer.”
Takeda’s work is meticulous, combining her
experience of jewellery design and millinery.
Hooded Cape is constructed of thousands of pieces
of hand-cut transparent green, yellow and purple
ombre acetate fringe, hand-woven with machinecut clear acrylic squares, and hand-assembled with
rhodium plated metal jump rings.
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Title
Atmospheric Reentry
Collection
2013
Garment
Hooded cape
Materials
Green, yellow and purple ombre
acetate, rhodium plated metal
jump rings
Techniques
Hand-cut transparent acetate
fringe, hand-woven with
machine-cut clear acrylic squares,
hand-assembled

NORITAKA TATEHANA
noritakatatehana.com

Noritaka Tatehana (b.1985, Tokyo)
studied Fine Arts and Japanese Crafts at
the Tokyo University of the Arts, and later
majored in dyeing and weaving. His study
focused on Oiran, courtesans in the Meiji
period, creating Kimono and Geta Sandals
using the Yūzen-zome traditional dyeing
method. His 2010 graduation project,
Heel-less Shoes, now his signature design,
showcased his ability to incorporate
traditional Japanese craft techniques into
desirable, contemporary forms. These
dramatic designs caught the attention
of Lady Gaga which led to a fruitful and
ongoing collaboration with the singer.
Tatehana has taken part in exhibitions
around the world and in March 2016, he
directed a Ningyo-joruri Bunraku show,
performed at Fondation Cartier pour l’art
Contemporain in France. His works are
held in the public collections of museums
globally, including the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York and London’s
Victoria and Albert Museum.

Tatehana’s Heel-less Shoes are both contemporary
and reflective of Japanese tradition, enabling them
to move back and forth across the borders both of
innovation and tradition, of local culture and global
sentiment.
“The idea actually came from Takageta (high-heeled
clogs) worn by Oiran (courtesans). When I was
learning the traditional Japanese dyeing techniques
of Yūzen-zome at the University, I created Kimono
and Geta after the model of classics. The Japanese
stylised flat-plane art, and spatial art founded on
Western anatomical research seemed to me to be
opposite values. However, the place where both
co-exist is today’s Japan. It is this condition of Japan
today, which received an influx of American culture
after the War, that allows for the hidden possibility
of rebuilding Japan’s cultural values.” Noritaka
Tatehana
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Title
Heel-less Shoes
Collection
2011
Garment
Heel-less shoe
Materials
Embossed leather
Techniques
Yūzen-zome dyeing technique
and embossing

WRITTENAFTERWARDS
writtenafterwards.com

Yoshikazu Yamagata (b. 1980, Tottori,
Japan) graduated from Central Saint
Martins College of Art and Design in
2005 with a BA Hons in Fashion. After
a tenure interning at John Galliano, he
returned to Japan and launched his
brand in 2007. The concept behind
writtenafterwards lies in creating
something new for contemporary
human living but leans heavily on the
sculptural and fantastical. Yamagata is
also a founder of Coconogacco, a private
school in Japan for fashion design which
has gone on to produce further awardwinning fashion designers in Japan and
overseas. He shows at intervals in Tokyo
and in 2015 he was the first Japanese
designer nominated for the LVMH Prize
for Young Fashion Designers.

writtenafterwards produce designs which are
conceived of emotionally, resulting in works often
more at home in the museum than on a body.
Intricate silhouettes are often also infused with
religious or historical overtones.
Writtenafterwards’ AW17 collection drew
inspiration from President Obama’s visit to
Hiroshima in 2016. He was the first American
president to visit and thus was a moving moment
for Japanese people. A floral wreath laid by
Obama at the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park is
transformed into a circular garment embellished
with yellow and white flowers replicated through
embroidery. The garment’s volumes and motifs
embody a sense of hope.
Red Cape with Hood, also from the AW17 collection,
relates to the childhood fairytale, interrupted by
the visual reference to the disaster-prevention
hoods used at the time of the Second World War.

Title
Red Cape with Hood
Collection
Flowers II, AW17
Garment
Embroidered cape
Materials
Faux fur, acrylic 75%, polyester
25%
Techniques
Embroidery over the whole
garment
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Title
Round Wreath Dress
Collection
Flowers II, AW17
Garment
Embroidered dress
Materials
Faux fur, acrylic 75%, polyester
25%
Techniques
Circular tailoring with embroidery

KANSAI YAMAMOTO
kansaiyamamoto.jp

Kansai Yamamoto (b.1944, Yokohama), a
graduate of the Bunka Fashion College,
was the first Japanese designer to
show in London, in 1971. In the show,
he acted as a Kuroko, a term from
Kabuki theatre for the black-clad stage
attendants supposedly invisible to the
audience. His unique designs, fusing
elements of Japanese traditional
clothing with contemporary fashion,
caused a sensation in the fashion press
and his first collection was seen by
David Bowie who commissioned him to
create the wardrobe for his legendary
Ziggy Stardust stage persona 1971- 73.
This collaboration introduced Japanese
culture to new audiences and ensured
Yamamoto’s reputation within the field.
More recently, Yamamoto has focused
on his concept of Genki, producing
Super Shows as part of a larger initiative
to invigorate the arts in Japan, and
serves as a government advisor on
tourism and cultural affairs.

Yamamoto has consistently cultivated an aesthetic
based on fantastic images, extravagant imagination,
movement and a creative approach to time. He
equates fashion, like life, to a festival feeling, full of
brightly coloured garments with a bold design. His
designs reference the kimono, traditional Japanese
festival wear and military clothes. Thus, his
collections seem larger than life and are embedded
within Japanese culture. Often inspired by the
colourful art of Japan’s Momoyama period (1568–
1615) and traditional Kabuki theatre, his exuberant
garments convey the ancient energy of Japan.
Yamamoto’s two-piece, Phoenix, was inspired
by traditional costumes of the hill tribe people
in the Kung Ming region of China. Introduced in
Yamamoto’s SS83 collection in Paris, it was worn
on stage by Sayoko Yamaguchi. Utilising what
Yamamoto considers the explosive energy in
the medium of embroidery, Phoenix is heavily
embellished with exquisite imagery in the Kiryu
yoko-buri embroidery technique, a traditional craft
in Kiryu City, Gunma Prefecture.
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Title
Phoenix
Collection
SS83
Garment
Two-piece garment, ornamented
dress and top
Materials
Polyester
Techniques
Kiryu yoko-buri embroidery
technique

YOHJI YAMAMOTO
yohjiyamamoto.co.jp

Yohji Yamamoto (b. 1943, Tokyo)
studied fashion design at Bunka
Fashion College, graduating in
1968. He formed his ready-to-wear
company in 1972, showing his first
collection in Tokyo in 1976. He moved
to Paris in 1981 and his dramatically
deconstructed SS83 collection was
coined ‘Hiroshima Chic’ by the press
and divided critics alike. On a global
stage, it marked a radical departure
in fashion as he and other Japanese
designers emerged from the shadows,
offering an alternative to Western
femininity. Yamamoto has been the
subject of a major retrospective at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, 2011 and
continues to show in Paris, to much
acclaim and influence.

Yohji Yamamoto’s SS04 collection reflected
the concept of workers as human beings full
of elegance, grace and dignity. Yamamoto’s
explorations of different ideals of beauty underlie
his output, celebrating divergent approaches to
style. Working almost habitually with black, he finds
nobility in the touch of a piece of cloth, and value
in the connection of textile to the body, as well as
the interval in between. Yamamoto was a pioneer
of the move towards gender neutral fashion and
extending ideas of femininity.
The body takes centre stage in a graphic workwear
collection while demonstrations of scale are played
with in this modern re-working of the Japanese
worker staple, the coolie hat. It deforms the wearer
with its extension of vision, through the PVC insert
and moulded exterior. What results is a poetry
found in the hybrid of what has passed and what is
yet to be.
On loan from a private collector.
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Title
Untitled
Collection
SS04
Garment
Hat
Materials
Pedal straw, transparent PVC,
Petersham and acrylic brim reed
Techniques
Created on pedal straw machine,
a traditional machine that sews
together pre-plaited straw
braid, hand blocked using steam
and stiffened using millinery
straw stiffener. PVC visor
edged with hand-applied straw
braid, trimmed with Millinery
Petersham and acrylic brim reed

NATIONAL DESIGN & CRAFT GALLERY
PROGRAMME
CURATOR’S INTRODUCTION
12 August, 3pm
With Gemma A. Williams
COMMUNITY CRAFT WORKSHOPS &
INSTALLATION: I (SHE) WAS HERE
11—13 August, 12 noon—5pm
Stitch, sew and embellish textile silhouettes for a
community installation, with Ruth Duignan
LEATHER WORKING ACCESSORY WORKSHOP
WITH ÚNA BURKE
14 August, 6pm [B*]€
Learn traditional leather-working techniques to
create your own bespoke accessory
KILKENNY ARTS FESTIVAL WORKSHOPS
15—17 August, 2pm + 3pm (5—11yrs), 4pm
(teens) [B*]€
Creative craft workshops for children and teens:
Japanese Woodblock with Debra Bowden,
Fashion Eye-Con with Carrie Lynam and Kirigami
Creations with Paul Bokslag
PRIMARY SCHOOL TEXTILE WORKSHOPS
18 + 19 September, 10am + 11.45am [B]
Explore the exhibit and create dramatic sculptural
headpieces with Carrie Lynam
CULTURE NIGHT, FESTIVAL OF FASHION
22 September 5pm—9pm
Music, fashion and drop-in making workshops for
all ages
JUNK KOUTURE TY WORKSHOPS
Every Thursday in October, 1.30pm [B]€
Exploring and developing creative design ideas for
Junk Kouture with Joan Brennan
MASTERCLASS: EXPERIMENTAL TEXTILE
TECHNIQUES
13 October, 12 noon—5.30pm [B]€
Innovate with textile techniques inspired by knit,
weave and Japanese lacework with Derek Lawlor

LATE DATE: SAMURAI ARMOUR: COLLECTIONS TO
CONTEMPORARY CRAFT
13 October, 6pm
Join Audrey Whitty to hear about the Japanese
armour in National Museum of Ireland’s
collections while Derek Lawlor speaks about his
contemporary evolution of armour forms.
FAMILY DESIGN DAY, ORIGAMI KUSUDAMA
14 October, 10.30am + 12 noon [B]
Explore folds and structure to create flower forms
with Marika Miklosi-Manning
MEET THE MAKER: NORITAKA TATEHANA
5 November, 4pm [B]
Noritaka Tatehana talks innovative design process
incorporating traditional craft skills
with a demonstration of Japanese Yūzen-zome
dyeing technique
MAKE:SHIFT IRELAND, INNOVATION AND MAKING
CONFERENCE
6 November, Dublin [B]€
International speakers discuss cutting-edge
approaches to making. Book from 4 September at
dccoi.ie
MASTERCLASS: CRAFTING FASHION WITH
NORITAKA TATEHANA
7 November [B]€
Integrating contemporary design with traditional
craft skills in fashion for designers and students
School Gallery Visits, tailored for your class, from
Primary to Third Level [B]
[B] Book by email events@ndcg.ie or call
056 779 6151
[B*] Book by calling 056 775 2175
Events are free unless indicated €

CURATOR’S BIO

With a BA in Communications (Film & Broadcasting) from Dublin Institute
of Technology, Gemma worked on a variety of music events globally,
including South by South West and Berlin Festival, before moving to
London. She completed an MA Fashion Curation at London College of
Fashion and since graduating has worked for a number of museums,
institutions and fashion brands, including the Modemusuem Antwerp
(MoMu), the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Woomark, Laura Ashley and
Alexander McQueen.
She co-curated the 2012/13 exhibitions and events programme at Fashion
Space Gallery, at the London College of Fashion, including shows on 3D
printing and eyewear. Her exhibition Second Nature at the PM Gallery,
London, explored how nature inspires international fashion. Since 2013
she has curated exhibitions for the British Council at its International
Fashion Showcase initiative (IFS), collaborating twice with the British
Council Vietnam.
She is passionate about supporting Irish fashion and has spoken at
Ireland’s National College of Art and Design (NCAD). For the last two years
she has covered Limerick School of Art & Design (LSAD)’s graduate show
in Vogue Italia. In 2015, Irish Design 2015 commissioned her to curate for
Ireland’s inaugural entry into the International Fashion Showcase (IFS),
which then went on display in Kildare Village. She recently judged the
Institute of Designers in Ireland’s (IDI) Awards.
In 2015 Gemma wrote Fashion China (Thames & Hudson), a survey
book which profiled the contemporary fashion scene in China and was
launched at 10 Corso Como Shanghai during Shanghai Fashion Week.
She has consulted to Conde Nast Shanghai and Shanghai Fashion Week
and recently judged the new talent award at Fashionclash Festival,
Maastrict. She regularly attends Tbilisi Fashion Week, among others, and
has contributed to Jing Daily, Now Fashion, Vogue Italia, Jing Daily, Now
Fashion and the Business of Fashion.

@gemmacurates

National Design & Craft Gallery
Castle Yard, Kilkenny, Ireland
T: +353 (0)56 779 6147
E: info@ndcg.ie
W: ndcg.ie
Opening: Tuesday – Saturday: 10am - 5.30pm
Sundays and Bank Holidays: 11am - 5.30pm
Admission is free.
Kilkenny Arts Festival, Box Office,
76 John Street, Kilkenny, Ireland
T: +353 (0)56 775 2175
E: boxoffice@kilkennyarts.ie
W: kilkennyarts.ie
Farmleigh Gallery
Castleknock, Dublin 15, Ireland
T: +353 (0)1 815 5962
E: farmleighinfo@opw.ie
W: farmleigh.ie/gallery
Opening: Tuesday - Sunday and Bank Holiday Mondays 10am - 5pm
Closed 1pm-2pm
Admission is free.
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